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Helping Students Approach FEA Simulations like Experts
Introduction
Computer simulation has emerged as a fundamentally new approach for solving
engineering problems, distinct from theory and experiments. The recent, dramatic reduction in
the cost of computing hardware and the maturation of off-the-shelf, commercial software
packages has allowed advanced simulation to become an integral part of engineering design,
analysis and research. Driven by cost pressures, many industries are vigorously pursuing a zeroprototype future, with simulations minimizing or even replacing expensive physical prototypes.
For society to reap the full benefits of simulation, most engineers, not just specialists, need the
ability to deploy simulations effectively. There is now widespread agreement that undergraduate
engineering students need to be taught the capabilities and limitations of advanced simulation1.
Simulation also offers the opportunity to enhance learning through an interactive, visual
medium2 and to build excitement among students about the engineering profession. Working
with simulations is a visual and interactive experience, something the current generation of
students takes to readily. Simulation enables beginners to generate solutions to practical
engineering problems without the use of abstract mathematics or expensive equipment. The
finite element method (FEM), also referred to as Finite Element Analysis (FEA), is an important
numerical technique used to simulate a wide variety of engineering problems. By integrating
simulations across several sequential required courses in the mechanical engineering curriculum,
we plan to increase students’ ability to use FEA-based simulations effectively and improve their
understanding of the concepts developed in these courses.
Cognitive research has shown that people’s understanding lies in a spectrum from
“novice” to “expert” 3. Conventional learning materials tend to relegate beginners to “novice
thinking” by presenting simulation exercises as recipes handed down by authorities. Wieman’s
group has shown that interactive simulations, when designed using a rigorous scientific
approach, are much more effective in helping physics students develop an expert cognitive
structure than lectures are 4. A preliminary survey of best practices guidelines for simulation
use, developed by practicing engineers,5 indicates that the expert approach has an underlying
uniformity irrespective of the specific context or discipline. Our project extends this cognitive
and simulation research to industrial-standard simulation platforms. We hypothesize that if
students, in their formative years, see the same expert approach to simulations being followed
repeatedly for a wide variety of problems in different subject areas, they are likely to internalize
it and be able to apply it in new situations. Students will thus develop a mental organizational
structure similar to those developed by experts with years of experience working with
simulations. Students will then be able to work with simulations much more effectively in both
academic and industrial settings since they will have a robust scaffold of understanding on which
to base new applications.
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Learning materials and strategies are being developed to help undergraduate students
learn an “expert approach” to FEM so that they can obtain reliable solutions to engineering
problems. The materials are being organized into a dynamic, interactive cyberlearning portal for
simulation, where faculty, students and practitioners can learn, teach, contribute and interact

meaningfully. A key insight undergirding this effort is that advanced simulation software takes
care of the details of the mathematical models and numerical techniques so that the user (student
or non-expert engineer) only needs to be concerned with the essence of relevant concepts to
apply the technology intelligently and effectively.
Methods
In order to support the goal of guiding undergraduate engineering students towards a more
“expert” approach to simulations, this effort seeks to:
1. Identify and formalize an expert approach in simulation that is valid across various
applications in finite-element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
2. Incorporate this expert approach into simulation exercises in three Mechanical Engineering
courses at our university and evaluate the resultant impact on student learning.
3. Disseminate the resulting learning materials and strategies so that other instructors can easily
incorporate this expert approach into their courses.
The desired student learning outcomes are:
1. Students will be better able to avoid common errors as they apply industry standard FEA and
CFD software.
2. Students will be better able to verify and validate FEA and CFD results.
3. Students will be able to apply the expert approach to new problems in FEA and CFD.
Teaching materials have been developed for the first of the three target courses, a required
junior-level course in solid mechanics where mechanical engineering students at our institution
are first introduced to FEM. Three FEM-based demonstrations have been created where students
are presented with the FEM solution to classical problems. Students explore the FEM solution
and compare the results with the corresponding analytical solution or empirical data. It is
important to note that students do not obtain the FEM solution themselves but instead focus on
the exploration and critique of results that have already been obtained. Each of these
demonstrations is accompanied by in-class clicker questions and homework problems that ask
the student to think more deeply about the simulations. Three longer-term projects ask the
students to engage with simulations at a progressively deeper level. Through these tools, students
are led through thinking about simulations before they actually start creating their own
simulation in the third project. Figure 1 shows how the FEA simulations were integrated into the
class. Compared to teaching a “recipe of clicks” to create a simulation, this approach is designed
specifically to increase student’s conceptual understanding of both simulations and course
content.
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Lecture Demonstrations
The three FEM-based demonstrations were designed and created using ANSYS
Workbench 12.1, a leading commercial FEM software. The demo topics -- tensile bar, plate with
a hole, and curved beam -- were chosen to readily connect with traditional topics in the textbook.
Each demo was presented in class along with clicker questions designed to engage students in
discussing the demos. Students could download these demos, easily change parameters, and rerun the demos for further investigations outside the lectures.

Figure 1 Integration of
o FEA simu
ulations into
o the class.
The
T first dem
monstration sh
howed a ten
nsile bar fixedd at one endd and loaded with a pointt
force at the
t other (Fig
g. 2). It follo
owed the intrroduction off the Differenntial Equatioons of
Equilibriium (DOE) to
t show stud
dents the diffferences betw
ween solvingg 2D Boundary Value
Problemss (BVPs) anaalytically an
nd solving th
hem numeric ally using FEM. Solvingg a BVP ofteen
requires making
m
apprropriate assu
umptions and
d simplificattions. Thereffore, the anaalytical soluttions
may not be
b valid everywhere in the
t domain and
a may faill when the asssumptions aare not
appropriaate. In these demonstratiions, studentts observed tthat the analyytical resultss they obtainned
by assum
ming the bar has
h a length much largerr than the othher dimensioons and reduucing the
problem to 1D were not
n valid at the
t fixed end
d or the end where the ppoint force w
was applied. T
This
can be seeen by comparing Figs. 2a
2 and 2b: th
he axial stresss is uniform
m across the bbar in the 1D
D
analyticaal solution while
w
variatio
ons could be observed neear both endss in the 2D numerical
solution.

2 x 108 Pa
P

Fig. 2a

P

Fig. 2b
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Figure 2.. Demonstrattion of tensille bar : (a) Analytical ssolution: Unniform axial stress =2x1008 Pa
(parametters: P=20kN
N, length of the
t bar=50m
mm, width=10mm thicknness=10mm), (b) Numerrical
solution (axial
(
stress)), (https://confluence.corrnell.edu/x/777dyBw)

In
n the second
d demonstratiion, the stresss field of a rectangular plate with a hole in tension
(Fig. 3a),, was shown
n. For simpliccity, symmeetry was conssidered so onnly a quarterr of the geom
metry
was used
d for numericcal solutionss (as shown in
i Fig. 3b). T
This demonsstration helped students
clearly viisualize the stress distrib
butions and variations
v
arround the hole where streess concentrration
occurs. Students
S
used
d the numeriical solutions as concretee visual aidss to interprett the abstractt
analyticaal solutions.

Fig. 3a

Fig. 3b

Figure 3.. Plate with a hole demo
onstration . (a) geometryy (parameterrs:  0 =1x1006 psi, lengthh of
the plate=
=10in, width
h=5in, thickn
ness=0.2in, diameter
d
of tthe hole=0.55in) (dashed lines represent
symmetry
y axes), ( b) FEM solutiion - Shear stress in pollar coordinatte system (uupper right
quandran
nt of the platte in Fig. 3a) (https://con
nfluence.corrnell.edu/x/oorqTBw)
The
T third dem
mo was used to show thee stress field of a curved beam underr pure bendinng
(Fig. 4). Analytical solutions
s
of this problem
m using elastticity theory,, Winkler Baach theory annd
straight beam
b
theory were presen
nted. The num
merical soluution was com
mpared withh analytical
solutionss from all thrree theories. (See examp
ples in Fig. 55). This dem
monstration showed thatt the
Winkler Bach theory
y gave very good
g
approximations of tthe stress distributions ffor curved beeams
under pure bending. Assuming
A
th
he beam wass straight andd then usingg the straight beam theoryy can
be a quicck way to esttimate the strress distribu
ution, but how
w close it is to the real solution is lim
mited
by the geeometry. Thiis demonstraation thereforre helped stuudents undeerstand thesee three analyytical
methods for solving pure
p
bending
g of curved beam
b
so thatt they wouldd have a bettter basis from
m
which to pick approp
priate metho
od for particu
ular problem
ms. Compaaring these thheories and tthe
numericaal solution heelped build students
s
und
derstanding oof the strenggths and limitations of
analyticaal and FEA solutions.
s

M

M
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Figuree 4. Pure ben
nding of a cu
urved beam demonstrati on (parametters: inner raadius
of the beam a=10
0in, outer rad
dius b=12in
n, thickness t= 0.25in, bbending mom
ment
ps://confluen
nce.cornell.eedu/x/dxvEB
Bw)
M=300in-lbs) (http

Straig
ght Beam Th
heory vs FE
EM –
Circumferen
C
ntial Stress

Elastic
E
Theoory vs FEM
M – Circumfferential Strress
Theory ---- FEM

Theory
T
----- FEM

Fig. 5b

Fig. 5a

Figure 5.. Stress Distrribution for σө along a curved
c
beam
m where a = 110 in, b = 122 in, t = 0.25 in
and M = 300 lb/in2 . (a) Compaarison of anaalytical soluttion from strraight beam theory with
numericaal solution (ccircumferenttial stress), ( b) Comparrison of analyytical solutioon from
elasticity
y theory with
h numerical solution
s
(circcumferentiall stress).
Table 1. Curved Beaam Demonsstration – Co
omparisons oof analytical solutions froom three theeories
merical solutiion
with num
Straigh
ht
beam
m
theory
y

Numeriical
solutioons

0
0.00

N/A
A

0

21
-82.2

N/A
A

00
1697.0

-1917..00

Perrcent differennce: FEM annd
Theoory
Elastiicity
Theoory

Winkkler
Bacch
Theoory

Straight
beaam
theoory

-0.111

N/A
A

N/A
A

N/A
A

0

-82.3 0

0.111

N/A
A

N/A
A

1696.4
40

1800

1697.663

0.004

0.007

5.885

-1915.60

-1800
0

-1916. 20

0.004

0.003

6.225
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Maximu
um
radiall
stresss
Minimu
um
radiall
stresss
Maximu
um
circum
mferential
stresss
Minimu
um
circum
mferential
stresss

Elasticcity
Theorry

Winkller
Bach
h
Theorry

Homework Assignments
Following each FEM demonstration, homework was assigned in which an FEM solution
in ANSYS Workbench was provided and students were asked to determine if it was correct. To
make that determination, students had to obtain the analytical solution and use it to check the
FEM solution. The assignments were very similar to the corresponding in-class demonstrations
but with a small modifications. Each homework assignment was designed to: (1) reinforce what
was taught in the in-class demo, (2) guide students in becoming more familiar with reviewing
FEM results, (3) aid students in developing a deeper understanding of important concepts
through interactive, visual exploration of FEM results, (4) help students learn how to use
analytical solutions to check FEM results, and (5) build students’ understanding of the
relationships between the analytical and numerical solutions. Thus, students go through the
process of interpreting FEM results with a critical eye, as an expert would, rather than accepting
them blindly. This is possible since students were provided with the FEM solution, enabling the
focus to be shifted to interpreting and critiquing results rather than obtaining a solution. The
latter skill is taught later in the semester in separate exercises.
The first FEM homework assignment required solving the stress distribution for a bar
hanging from a ceiling and acted on by a downward force. The FEM solution provided was
deliberately incorrect – gravity was omitted. The learning objectives for this homework were to
help students (1) understand the difference between body force and surface force, (2) learn to use
the Differential Equations of Equilibrium to solve for the stress distribution, (3) practice
checking an FEM solution, and (4) realize that an FEM solution could look realistic but be
wrong if there was an error in defining the problem.
The second FEM homework required solving for the stress concentration in a plate with
two grooves and a hole. The FEM solution was provided for comparison with calculated results.
The learning objectives for this homework assignment were to help students: (1) understand the
concept of stress concentration, (2) visualize the stress distribution in the structure, and (3) learn
to check FEM stress concentration factors using empirical correlations.
The third FEM homework required solving for the bending stress in a curved beam using
an elasticity solution and again using Winkler-Bach Theory and then comparing each result with
the provided FEM solution. The learning objectives for this homework were to: (1) help students
understand the difference between the elasticity solution and Winkler-Bach theory, and (2)
realize that for this problem the FEM solution is more accurate than the Winkler-Bach theory
since the FEM solution does not assume the radial stress is zero. In summary, the FEM
demonstrations and homework problems build a set of skills – visualizing the deformation and
stress fields described by equations, critiquing and evaluating results, comprehending the
different assumptions in analytical and numerical solutions etc. – that help students emulate the
behavior of experts.
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Projects
Three individual projects were assigned across the semester to further strengthen students
understanding of FEA. The objectives of these projects were to help students (1) understand the
post-processing step in FEA; (2) understand the concept of convergence, (3) learn to verify and

validate numerical solutions, and (4) use FEA to solve real engineering problems. In contrast to
the FEA demonstrations, the projects required students to obtain the FEA solutions themselves,
either by modifying an in-house MATLAB-based FEA code called redAnTS or by using
ANSYS Workbench. The skills of reviewing, checking and interpreting results learned through
the FEA demonstrations were necessary to successfully complete the projects. Thus, the
demonstrations and projects complemented each other, enabling students to move along the
spectrum from novice to expert.
The first project required students to implement the post-processing procedure of FEA in
MATLAB, i.e., obtaining stresses and strains from the nodal displacements for a single
triangular element. The nodal displacements of a constant strain triangular element were
provided to students for five simple cases: uni-axial tension, bi-axial tension, simple shear, pure
shear, and pure rotation. Students needed to develop a Matlab code to output the displacement
field, calculate the strain field using the displacement-strain relationship, and then calculate the
stress field using Hooke’s Law. Deformed shapes for a square material element were plotted for
each case, helping students to identify important deformation modes in an FEA solution.
In the second project, students used redAnTS, our in-house FEA software, to find the
stress field of a cantilever beam under bending. The software provided the nodal displacements
after students created the geometry, specified parameters, generated the mesh and specified
boundary conditions. Students needed to augment redAnTS to provide the post-processing
capabilities: calculation of strain and stress fields from the nodal displacements. While they
implemented this for one element in stand alone code in the first project, here they were required
to implement this for an arbitrary number of elements within redAnTS. Students compared their
numerical results with the analytical solution and assessed mesh convergence to validate their
FEA solution.
The third project required students to design a bicycle crank using both redAnTS and
ANSYS 12.1 Workbench. A baseline design was provided to students and they were asked to
analyze this design for given static and cyclic loading conditions. Students then selected
materials and optimized the geometry with the objective of minimizing the mass. Several
constraints were prescribed, for example, that the new design should maintain certain safety
factors for both static and cyclic loading conditions and the deflection of the crank should be
within certain limits.
Assessment
The FEM homework assignments developed students’ critical thinking skills pertaining
to FEM solutions. The first assignment required a comparison of the student’s analytical
solution with an FEM solution (provided to students) that deliberately contained an error. After
the assignment was graded, the types of mistakes made by the 81 students who turned in the
assignment were categorized. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Only a quarter of the students
completed the comparison correctly. A fifth of the students didn’t spot the error in the FEM
solution. The rest of the students realized there was a problem but had varying levels of
problems or incompleteness in their calculations and explanations.
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Figure 6.
6 Assessmeent of HW1, Comparing
Analyticcal and Giveen FEM Solu
utions
(error pllanted in FEM
M solution)

The
T mistakes students maade on homeework 2 are ssummarizedd in Table 2. This
informatiion is given in a table ratther than a pie
p chart as ssome studentts made mulltiple mistakkes so
the perceents total mo
ore than 100. One of the most
m importtant aspects oof an FEM ssolution is thhe set
of bound
dary conditio
ons applied. Students
S
were asked to ddeduce the bboundary connditions applied
in the FE
EM solution provided
p
to them by loo
oking at the ddeformed annd undeformeed shapes (thhis is
an essenttial step in ev
valuating an
n FEM solutiion criticallyy). Table 2 shhows that onnly 29% of
students were able to
o deduce all the
t boundary
y conditionss correctly w
with 64% gettting the
displacem
ment boundaary condition
n wrong. In contrast,
c
97%
% of studentts were able to correctly
determin
ne the empirical stress co
oncentration factors from
m the associaated chart in the book and
compare it to the corrresponding values
v
from the FEM soolution. This calculation is mostly pluugand-chug
g which stud
dents are ablee to handle competently.
c
. They did m
much more poorly in the
boundary
y conditions part of the homework
h
which
w
involv ed more crittical thinkingg and no pluugand-chug
g. In the futu
ure, more hom
mework queestions will bbe developedd to promotee critical thinnking
faculties..
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Table 2. Assessmentt of 89 Studeent Papers fo
or Homeworrk 2. Percennt of studentss in each
category.. Totals willl exceed 100
0% as some students madde multiple kkinds of erroors.
Bound
dary Conditiions
Correct Specifieed Incorrectlly
Not Specified
Displaccement Traaction Disp
placement Traction Traction S
Symmetry
free
29%
%
64%
%
3%
3
8%
12%
8%
9%
Stresss Away From
m Hole and Grooves
G
Correct
Inccorrect analy
ytical
No compariison of analyytical solutioon with
solution
ANSYS soolution
97%
%
1%
2%
Stresss concentration adjacent to grooves
Correct
Inccorrect analy
ytical
No compariison of analyytical solutioon with
solution
ANSYS soolution
87%
%
11%
2%
Stresss concentration adjacent to hole
Correct
Inccorrect analy
ytical
No compariison of analyytical solutioon with
solution
ANSYS soolution
87%
%
12%
1%

By
B the time th
he students did
d the third FEM homew
work assignnment, three quarters of tthem
were ablee to correctly
y compare an analytical and FEM soolution as shhown in Fig.. 7.

Figure 7. Assessm
ment of
the com
mponent of
homew
work 3 requirring
comparring the anaalytical
and AN
NSYS (FEM)
solution
ns

Compared,
incorrect
conclusion
2%
Compared,
no
con
nclusions
5%

No
comparison
15%

Compared,
correct
conclusions
78%

For each of the three projects, an
n assessment was carriedd out to deterrmine whethher the studeents
met specific technicaal goals. Thee expectation
ns increasedd for each prooject. Figurres 8-10 show
w
what perccent of studeents correctly
y accomplished each gooal. Figure 8 is compresssed relative to
Figure 9 and both arre compresseed relative to
o Figure 10 tto visually shhow how proojects goals
expanded
d across the projects.
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Figure 8.. Student achievement of
o componen
nts of the firsst FEM projeect

Figure 9.. Student achievement of
o componen
nts of the seccond FEM prroject
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Figure 10
0. Assessment of the com
mponents off the third (annd final) FEM
M project. T
The first threee
componeents were don
ne in RedAn
nTS. Compo
onents 4-6 w
were done in ANYSYS. The 7th
componeent was a com
mparison of the two solu
utions and thhe last five components w
were relatedd to
the optim
mization of th
he solutions.. In each co
omponent the blue (loweest part of baar) representts
success; the shades of
o blue for su
uccess were varied
v
to vissually group the types off tasks.

Additional
A
deetails on the students finaal projects iss given in Fiig. 11.

Figure 11
1. Details on
n what perceent of studen
nts met the ddesign objecttives and connstraints on the
third (fin
nal) project.
A mid-semester survey was
w used to gauge
g
studennt response too the materiaals. Answeers
were giveen on a 1-5 Likert
L
scale with 5 being
g strongly poositive. Aveerage studennt responses are
shown in
n Fig. 12. Alll but one off the responses averaged above 4.
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Figure 12
2. Usefulnesss in understaanding FEM
M solutions annd in relatinng FEM soluutions and
analyticaal solutions

The
T mid-semester evaluattion also ask
ked students how helpfull they felt thhe demonstraations
were in helping
h
them
m visualize so
olutions and in helping tthem understtand the soluutions. Thee
mid-semester evaluattion was han
nded out the same day thhe third, and final, projecct was assignned.
Students were asked how confideent they felt about their aability to succceed on thee final projecct.
s
felt confident an
nd ready to sstart. Aboutt thirty perceent weren’t ssure
Sixty perrcent of the students
or didn’t want to say until they had
h more tim
me to think abbout the projject. Only aabout 10% diidn’t
feel ready
y to start thee project. Th
his is a stron
ng indicationn that the earllier projects, demonstrattions
and homeework were successful in
n preparing students forr the more diifficult final project. Figg. 13
summarizzes the studeent responsees.

Figure 13
3. Evaluatio
on of in-classs FEA demo
onstrations. T
This survey w
was conductted in the sam
me
lecture in
n which the project
p
3 waas assigned; students
s
hadd just read thhe project andd some students
thereforee indicated th
hat they had just barely read
r
the projject so they ddidn’t yet knnow if they w
were
adequately prepared for it or werre only someewhat sure o f their prepaaration.
uture Work
Conclusiions and Fu
This
T paper deescribes ongo
oing efforts to facilitate students' proogression froom novices tto
engineerss who are ab
ble to emulatte the behaviior of expertts in the appllication of F
FEM, an
importan
nt technique to
t solve a vaariety of eng
gineering prooblems. The current effoort focuses onn a
large, req
quired, solid mechanics course.
c
Stud
dents are tauught analyticcal and FEM
M solutions inn
parallel across
a
the semester to faccilitate a deeeper understaanding of booth. Studentss learn to usee
analyticaal solutions to validate FE
EM results as
a well as to use FEM-baased results to understannd
the inform
mation contaained in equations obtain
ned analyticaally. The lattter is enableed by the ricch,
visual daata provided by FEM sofftware that sttudents can iinteract withh.
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n FEM-based
d demonstraations, studen
nts explore F
FEM solutioons presentedd to them annd
In
compare the numericcal results wiith the corresponding annalytical soluutions or emppirical data.
ns focus on exploration
e
and
a critique oof FEM resuults rather than on obtainning
These deemonstration
the numeerical solutio
on, guiding students
s
towaards becomiing critical uusers of compputer simulaation.
The demonstrations are
a accompaanied by in-cclass clicker questions too improve stuudent

engagement in lectures as well as to connect the FEM results with corresponding topics from the
textbook. Homework problems follow each demonstration. Our assessment indicates that
students fared poorly on questions that involved critical thinking such as determining the
boundary conditions applied from the FEM solution. In contrast, they did very well on questions
that involved plug-and-chug. In the future, we intend to create more homework questions that
promote critical thinking in order to help students develop a more expert-like cognitive structure.
In addition to the FEM-based demonstrations, three longer-term projects engage students
with simulations at a progressively deeper level. In the projects, students obtain the FEM
solution either by developing MATLAB code or using ANSYS. Through this multi-pronged
strategy, students are led through thinking about simulations at a deeper level. The mid-semester
and final surveys indicated that integration of FEM into this course was effective in helping
students’ understanding of numerical as well as theoretical approaches. Students were also
confident of their ability to accomplish the final FEM-based design project.
Future work will involve building on current findings to provide a robust framework for
students to progress from novice to expert not only in this course but also two following required
courses. In Fall 2011, we will continue to integrate FEM simulations into lectures with further
improvement. Based on our experience and the final course evaluations, we will introduce
ANSYS earlier in the semester and provide more opportunities for interactive exploration of
ANSYS results by changing parameters etc. This will serve to improve understanding of results,
and better connect analytical and numerical solutions. More clicker questions will be used to
increase student engagement during the lecture. We have developed a wiki
(https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/simulation/ansys) where the material is posted and
available for use by other faculty. The wiki encourages the sharing of content and offers the
opportunity for others to add to the content and discussion so as to promote more effective use of
simulation in engineering education.
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